
1. INTRODUCTION

Radiation coming from the sun reaches the external 

atmosphere with a mean power density of about 1367 Wm-2. 

During its travel to ground, it is in part scattered by air 

molecules, aerosol and dust, so that only a fraction arrives to 

us untouched from the original sun direction. This part is 

called direct component (or direct fraction) of the solar 

radiation. The scattered part goes toward a twofold destiny; 

one part is absorbed, captured by particles or molecules, 

while the other one is scattered and diffused in the 

atmosphere; it reaches us coming from all the directions of 

the sky. 

The quantitative knowledge of these fractions is of great 

importance in the assessment of the effective solar radiation 

collected by a surface. For instance, when estimating the 

productivity of a solar system [1], the calculation of the total 

radiation on tilted surfaces is needed, but this calculation 

requires the separate knowledge of the direct and diffuse 

components since they depend in different way on the surface 

inclination. Similar calculation needs arise when computing 

the heat load on building facades. Furthermore, the 

performance of most concentrating solar collector depends 

mainly on direct radiation [2]. 

To summarize, the separate knowledge of direct and 

diffuse components of solar radiation is important in fields 

like solar energy conversion but also in architecture, 

agriculture, climatology and other areas. 

However, mainly due to measurement costs, the values of 

these separated components are not available in many 

countries and locations, where only data relative to the 

radiation on a horizontal plain are available by means of 

inexpensive instruments like pyranometers. As a 

consequence, many empirical models were formulated during 

the past decades to provide reliable prediction of direct and 

diffuse components of the solar irradiation from readily 

available data. This decomposition procedure is certainly a 

difficult task since it is heavily influenced by meteorological 

conditions, i.e. cloudiness conditions. Moreover, also in case 

of clear sky, aspects like air humidity, presence of pollutants 

and other variable factors make solar radiation decomposition 

a challenging task. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The prediction of direct and diffuse components of the 

solar radiation is a widely discussed argument among the 

scientific community. According to various Authors 

[3],[4],[5] in the literature on the specific subject, two 

different approaches can be noticed to predict the direct and 

diffuse (also “beam” and “sky”) components of solar 

radiation which are based on more easily measured quantities: 
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- Parametric models 

- Decomposition models 

Parametric models are based on accurate information 

about atmospheric components and conditions. Very briefly, 

the beam component is described by multiplying the solar 

constant, on average 1367 Wm-2, by a series of attenuation 

factors linked to various physical phenomena. The approach, 

in synthesis, proceeds by an accurate identification and 

description of the causes of radiation attenuation and then 

applies geometric consideration to account for zenith angle 

and air mass. Finally ground and clouds albedo are 

introduced to obtain an expression for the diffuse component. 

An example of such an approach is given by the Iqbal [6] 

model. Parametric models are not synthetized in easily 

applicable formulas, rather, there are complex software tools 

[7] and “methods” often based on extensive look-up tables. 

Conversely, decomposition models leave the physical 

based view of the parametric approach and concentrate on a 

description of the phenomenon based on empirical 

correlations. Fitting of historical experimental data are made 

without any reference to a physical justified formulation and 

physical parameters are introduced a posteriori in the 

correlation to obtain a better fit. Usually, different locations 

need different fitting functions. 

Examples of decomposition models are from Liu and 

Jordan [8], Erbs [9], and more recently from [4] and [10], 

while a comprehensive review is found in [11]. 

In the present study some experimental radiation data 

presented in the literature, and interpreted under the view 

point of the decomposition approach, are investigated. The 

hypothesis is made that some results may derive from 

misinterpretation of data and that simple geometrical 

considerations can account for reported behaviors, which are 

instead accepted, erroneously, as precise solar radiation 

features. It is shown that various results and graphs presented 

in literature have not physical meaning; rather they are 

probably artifacts due to geometrical or other constraints. 

3. CLEARNESS AND DIFFUSE FRACTION 

As said, decomposition methods focus on a simple 

description of the physical phenomenon, which is often 

reported as a “sigmoid” curve, which poses in relation the 

diffuse fraction and the clearness as from the example image 

of Figure 1.  In fact, in such a figure, to quantify and describe 

the different weights of direct and diffuse fraction, two non-

dimensional quantity, namely, the diffuse fraction, kd, and the 

clearness, kt, defined as follow, are introduced:  
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where g is the incident radiation on a horizontal surface, gd is 

the diffuse component and gin is the virtual radiation hitting 

the surface in absence of atmosphere (no attenuation). 

These quantities are usually put in mutual relation by using 

various correlation selected on a ground of best “graphical” 

fitting rather than on physical considerations.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diffuse fraction as a function of the clearness 

index. Typical behavior 

 

Experimental points on kd-kt plane often spread over a 

large region since measurement cover usually a long time 

period, years in some cases (see for instance Figure 4)  

Usually the radiation terms appearing in the above 

definitions are average values with reference to various time 

periods; typically one minute, one hour or the like. Averaging 

is “a must” under variable sky conditions, to provide a 

smoothing to the effect introduced by the presence of moving 

clouds (cloud–no cloud) but also to filter, and so attenuate, 

the influence of measurement errors. 

Data is in any case recorded for long periods of time and 

the resulting kd-kt graph often present a pronounced scatter of 

points due to the variation, within days, weeks etc., of the 

atmospheric physical condition from the point of view of 

seasonal effects, chemical pollutant presence, average 

cloudiness and so on.  

Raw data are usually integrated over periods of minutes or 

hours and, due to the experimental origin, they are usually 

subjected to a preliminary conditioning to eliminate physical 

inconsistency.  

4. PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS 

Let us critically analyze the introduced quantities and their 

constrains. 

In clear sky condition, the direct (beam) radiation, gbh 

hitting a horizontal plane will be attenuated due to various 

scattering and absorption. There are numerous concurrent 

phenomena which contribute to this attenuation. They are 

described in details for instance in [6], but it will suffice, at 

this point, to describe this attenuation by using a single 

transmission factor 
a  in the range between 0 and 1. So it 

will be 

 

bh in ag g                               (2) 

 

The global radiation on a horizontal plane is the sum of 

direct plus diffuse components so that 

 

bh dg g g 
                                                                         (3)

 

 

By substitution in Eq. (1) it follow that 
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that is 
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We here get a first important consideration: the clearness 

index is the sum of two positive quantities, and that these 

amounts represent individually a lower bound. Furthermore, 

the clearness, in the absence of clouds, can never be lower 

than the a value, which represents the attenuation coefficient 

as a function of opacity and of the air thickness traversed by 

the solar beam. 

So diagrams, however mediated, declaring completely 

clear days and presenting values of kt = 0 or very small, are 

wrong or contaminated by data collected in cloudy conditions. 

In fact the conditions 
t ak  and d

t

in

g
k

g
 should be both 

true at the same time. 

Elaborating on the definition of diffuse fraction, kd, it 

follows 
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Obviously, this relation does not provide an explicit link 

between clearness and diffuse fraction, as a and kt are in turn 

related. It still represents a relation useful to describe a 

specific constraint. 

Suppose, at a certain time of the day, to be under a given 

sky characterized, for instance, by an attenuation factor a = 

0.7. In virtue of Eq.(5), we can safely say that at that moment 

the diffuse fraction will have to be somewhere on the 

following curve: 

0.7
1d

t

k
k

           (6) 

That is on the curve represented in Figure 2. 

Always with reference to clear sky conditions, it is worth 

noting that, speaking about the earth’s atmosphere, the 

maximum value for a, that is the minimal attenuation is 

roughly computed as  per [12,13]: 

min minexp( )a R A Lm T              (7) 

where mAmin is the minimum air mass value occurring with 

the sun at the zenith, Tmin is a reasonable lower bound for the 

Linke turbidity, the parameter describing the opacity of air, 

occurring in case of low presence of pollutant in a very clear 

and dry day, and R is a proportionality coefficient. 

In this condition we can approximatively put mAmin =1 

T=1.5 and R=.097 to obtain an upper bound for a given by 

a max  0.83. In other words the right down region of figure 1 

cannot be reached on the Earth planet , maybe on Mars, since 

it will be 

a max
1d

t
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    (8) 

Definitely, a depends on solar elevation since it is a 

function of the thickness of the traversed atmosphere. The 

effect is more pronounced at higher latitudes since the sun is 

usually lower, for instance, at noon. 

Anyway, if we consider a medium value latitude such as 

45° (Milan, Italy), the max sun elevation at noon in October 

will be equal to about 30° with a consequent value mAmin  2. 

Setting the turbidity to T=4, a typical urban value (in Milan 

we can easily find T>5 due to polluted air), the associated 

transmission factor will be about 0.5. In other words, since a 

can assume only values smaller than 0.5, which represent a 

maximum, the greyed zone of Fig. 3 represents a not 

reachable region in that month, according to Eq.(8). 

Figure 2. Possible values of the diffuse fraction under clear 

sky condition with an air attenuation factor a = 0.7. 

Figure 3. Out of reach zone (greyed) in case of a < 0.5. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL DATA INTERPRETATION

These considerations have a precise experimental 

confirmation as clearly shown, for instance, in Figure 4, 

which reports data collected from the wheatear station of 

Payern, CH [14]. The figure represents thousands of 

measures during a year and the effect of weather conditions 

causes a large spread in the kd-kt plane. In any case, apart 
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from some artifacts, it is evident that there is a zone (bottom 

right) that is not accessible experimentally. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Out of reach zone. Experimental evidence [13]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Skartveit diffuse fraction model [15]. Influence of 

solar elevation. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Constraint curve from Eq.(5). Same solar elevation 

angle values of Fig.5 

 

Unfortunately, this was not the interpretation given in the 

literature. In fact, this kind of experimental data lead various 

researcher, e.g. Skartveit [15,16] to confuse a physical 

constraint with a possible functional relationship between 

clearness and diffuse fraction and suggested some unlikely 

empirical correlations with strange tails (see Figure 5). 

A comparison with Fig. 6 shows that the tails are actually 

the limits corresponding to the given solar elevations, so 

some doubts arise about Skartveit diffusion fraction modeling. 

Constraints on Fig. 6 refer to the same angle values as Fig. 

5, a turbidity value T=1.5 (a very clear and dry sky, Skartveit 

elaborates his model mainly from data collected in Norway 

and he underline the low value of turbidity). The expression 

for R, as a function of  mA is from [17] , that is  
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while the air mass is expressed, modelling the atmosphere 

as a simple spherical shell, as  

 

2( cos ) 2 1 cosAm r r r                            (10) 

 

with r=708 the ratio between the Earth’s radius and the 

effective height of the atmosphere. 

Some of the classic studies [8, 18], modeled the diffuse 

fraction as a straight constant in that region. 

The true point instead is that the kd-kt sigmoid stops at 

some point in the right–low part of the diagram due to the 

described constraints described in this work. Experimental 

points around that limit are a consequence of the variability 

of some atmospheric or ground characteristics during the 

observation period (usually very long). Possible parameters 

are ground and cloud albedo and various transmission 

coefficient linked both to beam and diffuse radiation. Finally, 

the presence of clouds represents the more important 

stochastic factor in modeling the component of solar 

radiation; this first-step study is made under the assumption 

of clear – cloudless sky. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the presented study, some comments are made about 

solar radiation decomposition models found in literature. It 

seems that, in some cases, the experimental data have been 

misinterpreted and that, on these bases, a series of 

questionable models were developed. 

It is possible that better models could emerge from a closer 

review of the subject, by a synthesis of parametric and 

decomposition models. 

In this study, simple elements derived from physical 

consideration have clarified some experimental aspects not 

explained by nonphysical correlations, based only on a 

“graphic” fitting of raw data. 

If physical elements like transmission factors (direct and 

diffuse), forward and backward scattering characteristics, 

ground albedo ( also the snow effect), cloud albedo and other 

elements will be introduced to construct kd-kt correlations 

based on parametric methods, a greater flexibility will result 

in the way of the sometime cited, but never reached, 

“Universal Model”. A model which is capable to adapt itself 

to every locations and meteorological conditions. A model 

useful to predict the performance of heating and cooling 

system for building [19] or to help the design of large solar 

fields [20]. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

g incidend solar radiation , Wm-2 

kd 

kt 

diffuse fraction 

clearness index 

mA 

r 

air mass  

(Earth’s radius)/(atmosphere height) ratio 

T turbidity 

Greek symbols 

R proportional coefficient Eq.(7) 

 solar elevation angle 

 transmission coefficient 

Subscripts 

a air 

bh direct (beam)-horizontal plane 

d diffuse 

in extraterrestrial on h-plane 

max maximum 

min minimum 
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